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Introducing Jazz for the Rock Guitarist
In addition to over 200 useful fingerstyle patterns, lessons on fingerstyle technique,
reading music and 13 original fingerstyle compositions are included. Examples are shown
in easy-to-read TAB and standard music notation. The CD includes performances of each
pattern and the original compositions.

Play Acoustic Guitar
Learning jazz guitar is fun and easy with this unique step-by-step method. This thorough
approach to applying scales and modes to improvisation includes exercises and licks in
standard music notation and TAB, easy-to-read scale diagrams, and basic theory lessons.
The CD includes performances of the exercises.

Guitar Lesson Plans for the Modern Rock Band
Blues Guitar Lessons
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A -must have- book for every serious guitarist. One of the most comprehensive works ever
undertaken to teach the two octave fingerings of the modes and arpeggios nested within
the MAJOR, HARMONIC MINOR, and MELODIC MINOR scales, in addition to full
fretboard navigation of the SYMMETRIC and PENTATONIC scales. These fingering
patterns provide a comprehensive roadmap of the fret board which will give the guitarist
unlimited options for improvisation and guitar arranging. Used alongside the building of
repertoire, transcription and composition of solos, and improvisation studies, this material
in this book will give the guitarist the ability to see the fretboard as a endless array of
possibilities for musical expression. Do you want to prepare for studying guitar in a
university? Are you currently studying guitar in a university? Do you wish you had been
able to study guitar in a university? If so, this book is for you. If you have ever been stuck
in a rut and in need of a road map for mastering the guitar, this book is for you. If you are
one of those unique individuals with a relentless drive to learn and master every nook and
cranny of the fretboard, this book is for you. THE FRETBOARD: Vol 1 - Scales, Modes,
and Arpeggios will provide you a lifetime of learning and efficient development for your
hands, mind, and ears. This work presents the material in a systematic approach which
results in mastering the fretboard in an efficient and effective manner. Beginning with 12
fingerings for the major scale, the book takes you down a path in which you will learn how
to play two octaves of ANY scale, mode, or arpeggio in ANY key at ANY position on the
neck. The book then teaches how to blend this knowledge into one comprehensive map of
the fretboard with the ultimate goal of -forgetting- scale and arpeggio fingerings and
instead experiencing total freedom to play the guitar to its full potential. Digging this well
of fretboard knowledge will release a new level of creativity in the guitarist's soloing,
arranging, and technique. The material is presented both in standard notation with in-depth
spelling of scales, modes, and arpeggios, as well as in large block diagrams showing
fingering patterns with which to use this material to cover the entire neck in any key.
Whether you play jazz, rock, funk R&B, country, western swing, bluegrass, blues, or
classical, mastering the material in this book will go far in making you a master guitarist.
A companion video lesson for this book will be available in 2017. You can sign up to
receive David DeLoach's newsletter at his website (MasterGuitarists.com) to receive
notification when this video is released.

World beat encyclopedia
This handy introduction to the guitar will teach you everything you need to know to get
started playing and caring for your new instrument. You'll learn the parts of the guitar, how
to put on and tune strings, and essential, basic techniques. You'll even understand how
music works as you learn your first chords and strum some all-time favorite songs! Now
that you've taken the first big step and purchased a guitar, let this easy-to-use book be your
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guide through your exciting guitar adventure.

Lead Guitar Book Bundle
Teach yourself how to play guitar with our easy guitar lessons for beginners. ***Comes
with online access to free guitar videos and audio demonstrating all examples. See and
hear how each one is played by a teacher, then play along with the backing band. Also
includes music score animation for easy music learning.*** "Great, and a fun way to learn.
Very good well written easy to follow book [] this book would suit both young and old." Driver [Amazon UK] Progressive Guitar Method - Book 1 Deluxe Color Edition contains
all you need to know to start learning guitar - in one easy-to-follow, lesson-by-lesson
guitar tutorial. Suitable for all ages and all types of guitars including acoustic guitar and
electric guitar. No prior knowledge of how to read music or playing the guitar is required
to teach yourself to learn to play guitar from this book. Teach yourself: • How to play
acoustic guitar and how to play electric guitar • How to play basic guitar notes for
beginners and rhythms required for beginner guitar songs • All the fundamental guitar
basics and guitar techniques of guitar playing • Practical guitar theory for learning how to
read guitar music for beginner to intermediate • How to tune a guitar • Short informative
guides to acoustic guitars, electric guitars and accessories • Guitar tips and guitar tricks
that every player should know when learning guitar • Shortcuts for how to learn guitar fast
by getting the most from guitar practice sessions Contains everything you need to learn
how to play the guitar today. Features include: • Progressive step-by-step easy beginners
guitar lessons written by a professional guitar teacher • Easy-to-read guitar music and
guitar chords for beginner to intermediate • Full color photos and diagrams • Guitar chord
chart containing chord diagrams for all important guitar chords • 49 guitar exercises and
popular easy guitar songs for beginners in rock guitar, blues guitar, traditional and folk
guitar styles Beginner guitar lessons have never been this easy for anyone who wants to
learn how to play guitar, fast. LearnToPlayMusic.com's guitar lessons for beginners are
used by students and guitar teachers worldwide to learn how to play guitar. For over 30
years, our team of professional authors, composers and musicians have crafted guitar
lesson books that are a cut above the rest. We offer a huge selection of music instruction
books that cover many different instruments and styles in print, eBook and app formats.
Awarded the 'Quality Excellence Design' (QED) seal of approval for eBook innovation,
LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set the standard for quality music education
resources.

The Software Encyclopedia
A must for improvising guitarists who play all styles, from rock to jazz. This is a thorough
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and unique approach to learning and applying the scales and modes to improvisation on
the guitar. Each book includes: exercises and licks in standard music notation and
tablature, examples in a variety of styles, easy-to-read scale diagrams, lessons that teach
you to solo freely throughout the range of the fingerboard, chord progressions, and basic
theory lessons written clearly and simply.

Blues Guitar Lessons
If you love playing blues guitar, then these books are for you. Anyone with a basic
knowledge of guitar can jump right in and start learning with Volume 1. Volumes 2 and 3
will take you as far down the blues road as any book can. Loaded with great tunes to play,
each lesson is geared towards playing a part in a blues band. Learn how to play the rhythm
part, the melody, a 2nd guitar part and improvise a solo. Each volume includes easy-tounderstand theory lessons that unlock the mysteries of the blues. The attractive design,
thoughtful teaching and easy-to-read musical examples will make these lessons the most
fun you've ever had learning blues guitar.

Guitar First Steps
Each volume of the 2-volume teacher edition set contains 54 complete lesson plans for 18
units of Guitar Expressions. Each lesson includes a Lesson Snapshot, Instructional
Overview, a complete step-by-step lesson plan with embedded assessments. The book also
includes reproducible student worksheets, assessments forms and student progress record,
CDs containing complete instruction, demonstration, play-along, and additional listening
tracks. Included are Bloom's Taxonomy Correlation, Assessment Overviews, and Core
Thinking Overviews. Plus interactive Guitar Guru technology embedded on the included
CD-ROM (included in Teacher ed. v. 2) allows students to use their computers to view
animated fretboard displays of selected songs.

Song Sheets to Software
Play Acoustic Guitar: Getting Started is a beginning level DVD/book package for acoustic
guitarists. Whether you play alone or in a band, you'll come to depend on the practical
skills in this package. You'll learn the open chords that are the heart of acoustic guitar
playing, how to combine chords into chord progressions, and how to create rhythmic
strumming patterns using a mix of quarter and eighth notes. You'll also learn the bass-note
strum, the chromatic scale (which contains all other scales), how to construct a major scale
in any key, how to pick single-note melodies using alternate picking technique, and much
more!
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Film & Video Finder
This teacher edition of Sound Innovations for Guitar, Book 1 contains 36 complete oneweek units/lesson plans. The lessons progress through six major levels and provide goals,
access to enrichment and enhancement pages, expansion suggestions, performance advice,
assessment tools, and clear guidance as to reasonable expected outcomes. The intent of this
method is to provide both students and teachers with an exciting and rewarding guitar class
experience.

Electronic Musician
Over 300 guitar licks licks, intros and turnarounds in delta, Chicago, Texas, rock, country,
swing, minor and slide blues styles. includes sections on how to read music, blues
techniques and a handy table of scales. Everything is shown in easy-to-read standard music
notation and TAB. The CD includes a demonstration of all the licks.

I Just Bought My First Guitar
Music, Books on Music, and Sound Recordings
Volume 1 of this 2-volume set contains 54 complete lesson plans for the first 18 units of
Guitar Expressions. Each lesson includes a Lesson Snapshot, Instructional Overview, a
complete step-by-step lesson plan with embedded assessments. The book also includes
reproducible student worksheets, assessments forms and student progress record, CDs
containing complete instruction, demonstration, play-along, and additional listening tracks.
Educators will be pleased to also find Bloom's Taxonomy Correlation, Assessment
Overviews, and Core Thinking Overviews. Plus interactive Guitar Guru technology
embedded on the included CD-ROM (included in V. 2) allows students to use their
computers to view animated fretboard displays of selected songs.

Bowker's Complete Video Directory
Teach yourself how to play guitar with our easy improvising lead guitar lessons.
***Comes with online access to free audio demonstrating all examples. Hear how each
one is played by a teacher, then play along with the backing band.*** "This book has so
much information to teach you how to make up your own solos! It’s daunting, but easy to
learn and sounds great once you get the hang of it!" - A. West Progressive Improvising
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Lead Guitar contains all you need to know to start learning to be a great improvising guitar
player - in one easy-to-follow, lesson-by-lesson lead guitar tutorial. Suitable for all ages
and all types of guitars including electric guitar and acoustic guitar. Basic knowledge of
how to read music and playing guitar is required to teach yourself to learn to play guitar
from this book. Teach yourself: • How to play electric guitar solos and how to play
acoustic guitar solos • How to improvise on guitar using guitar scales, arpeggios and
patterns • All the fundamental techniques of lead guitar improvisation including intervals,
music analysis, scale tone chords, modes and relative keys required for creating your own
guitar solos • Practical guitar theory for learning how to read guitar music and how to read
guitar tabs • Lead guitar tips and lead guitar tricks that every player should know when
learning guitar • Shortcuts for how to learn guitar fast by getting the most from guitar
practice sessions Contains everything you need to know to learn to play the guitar today.
Features include: • Progressive step-by-step easy guitar lessons written by a professional
guitar teacher • Easy-to-read guitar music, guitar chords and guitar tabs • Full color photos
and diagrams • 110+ lead guitar exercises, lead guitar licks and lead guitar solos in rock
guitar, blues guitar, country guitar, funk guitar, fusion guitar and jazz guitar styles • Jam
along band backing tracks for practicing your guitar improvisation Guitar lessons have
never been this easy for anyone who wants to learn how to play the guitar, fast.
LearnToPlayMusic.com's improvising lead guitar lessons for beginners are used by
students and guitar teachers worldwide to learn how to play guitar. For over 30 years, our
team of professional authors, composers and musicians have crafted guitar lesson books
that are a cut above the rest. We offer a huge selection of music instruction books that
cover many different instruments and styles in print, eBook and app formats. Awarded the
'Quality Excellence Design' (QED) seal of approval for eBook innovation,
LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set the standard for quality music education
resources.

Jazz
Guitar Scales Handbook is a 130-Page Book and Video Course for learning scales, music
theory, and fretboard theory. The book is organized in a 100-lesson format that takes you
step by step through scales, the notes on the guitar neck, intervals, and music theory. Each
lesson builds on the next and the book is designed for beginners through advanced /
virtuoso guitarists. The following scales (in 1, 2, and 3 Octaves) are covered in the book:
Major Scale and Modes Minor Scales The Blues Scales Pentatonic Minor and Modes
Chromatic Scale Pentatonic Major and Modes Harmonic Minor and Modes Whole-Tone
Scale Octatonic Scale These are the Play-Along Jam Track Videos: Rockabilly Rock Blues
Jam Progressive Rock Pop Ballad Funk
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Improvising Lead Guitar Lessons
Lesson plan to start rock bands in your basic music classes. Lessons include guitar basics,
how to build chords, how to play other rock instruments (bass, keyboard, and drum set).
Including how to put a rock band together by having all four parts playing to include voice,
and touching upon songwriting. The guide closes with a songbook section.

Frets
Blues Guitar Level 1, within the School of the Blues Lesson Series, is about learning the
art of playing rhythm guitar and its various grooves pertaining to the blues. Areas covered
are: major scales, chord construction, Chicago-type shuffles, uptown swing & jump, cut
time, slow blues, rhumba, funky blues, rock beat, boogie beat, eight-bar blues; openings,
breaks and endings. This book is accompanied by audio download available online of all
examples (played by author John Garcia) along with the background music. For all skill
level players. Includes access to online audio

Progressive Guitar Method - Book 1
The Teacher Edition outlines lesson plans and correlates all the books in the 21st Century
Guitar Library. Listening, teaching and performance suggestions are included, and the
book is especially useful for teachers who are not principally guitarists. Book 1 includes
lesson plans and correlates all books in Level 1. [SPANISH] Correlativo a todos los
volúmenes de la Biblioteca de Guitarra Belwin 21st Century. Plan de lecciones para el
curso: Sugerencias para la ejecución.

Sound Innovations for Guitar, Teacher Edition Book 1
Alien Guitar Lessons for the Intermediate & Advanced Guitarist
Down Beat
Guitar All-in-One For Dummies
The third edition of Song Sheets to Software: A Guide to Print Music, Software,
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Instructional Media, and Web Sites for Musicians includes completely revised and updated
listings of music software, instructional media, and web sites of use to all musicians,
whether hobbyist or professional. New to the third edition is a CD-ROM with sections
including Live Links, an expanded and easily searchable Tech Talk, and sample print
music scores. Also new to the third edition are sections on digital sheet music and video
game music, as well as an updated bibliography.

The Fretboard
The CAGED System for Guitar
Guitar players: want to nail your guitar fretboard, scales, improvisation and soloing skills?
This step-by-step guitar method (with over 50 minutes of bonus video content) teaches you
how to do exactly that using the CAGED System! Armed with the CAGED system, you
can learn and master the essential guitar scales all over the guitar neck, organise your
fretboard for greater understanding and faster progress, use the exercises shown to practice
smarter and more efficiently and become a better guitar player, soloist, improviser and allround musician. In this method book (with accompanying demonstration videos and
backing tracks) you’ll discover how to use the CAGED method to unlock your guitar
fretboard and overcome the fretboard ‘roadblocks’ which prevent most guitar players
from ever truly mastering the guitar neck. After the CAGED system has been clearly
explained, you’ll learn how to apply it to the most useful guitar scales all guitar players
need to know: the minor pentatonic, major pentatonic, major scale and natural minor scale
plus arpeggio shapes for major7, dominant7, minor7 and minor7b5. I’ll also reveal how to
use what you’ve learned to master other essential guitar scales like the Dorian mode,
Lydian mode, Mixolydian mode, minor6 pentatonic, harmonic minor and the blues scale.
The CAGED System for Guitar gives you 40 sample guitar licks (with video
demonstrations) to help you build your guitar solos and soloing vocabulary. You also get
step-by-step practice routines and guitar exercises you can use as well as ‘speed learning’
techniques to help you to master your fretboard in a fraction of the time that it takes most
other players. In The CAGED System for Guitar you’ll discover: - The five CAGED
chord shapes to use for organising and finally understanding your guitar fretboard. Learn
how to memorise these quickly and easily using ‘speed learning’ techniques, circle of
fourths exercises and ‘visualisation’ approaches for a solid fretboard foundation - How to
‘build’ scale shapes and patterns around CAGED chord shapes for unshakeable fretboard
knowledge and confidence. Use this method to find a shape for any scale, in any key,
anywhere on the fretboard and play guitar with freedom at last! - 40 sample CAGED licks
(with video demonstrations) show you how to go from playing scale shapes to playing
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killer licks and solos all over the fretboard. These licks show you the tastiest bends, double
stops and scale runs to help you build your soloing vocabulary and start using each of the
CAGED scale shapes like a pro (practice required!) - Connecting patterns to improvise and
solo all over the entire guitar neck (no more getting stuck in 'box patterns') - How to build
an endless number of great lick and soloing ideas. Use the techniques and practice methods
described in the ‘Vocab Accelerator’ chapter to grow your soloing vocabulary, lick library
and soloing skills - Step-by-step practice routines and I’ll give you the exact fretboard
exercises to use in order to thoroughly and efficiently assimilate everything shown into
your guitar playing repertoire. Follow these and see the results roll in! The CAGED
System for Guitar comes with over 50 mins of video content demonstrating licks and
approaches used in the book plus 13 downloadable backing tracks for you to practice and
play to. Using The CAGED System for Guitar, any player can learn, understand, master
and apply everything they need to gain a whole new understanding of the guitar fretboard.
So, if you: - Find your lack of fretboard knowledge holds you up - You find yourself
losing your way when you try to improvise - You hit that 'wall' when you play and don't
know where to go or which notes will work - You find yourself playing the same licks and
ideas all the time (frustrating) - You want a step-by-step, easy to use method for
thoroughly improving your fretboard knowledge - You're sick of being stuck in the same
little zone of the guitar neck - You want to boost your knowledge of the essential scales
and modes we use on guitar and learn how to use them then grab a copy of The CAGED
System for Guitar and begin transforming your playing and guitar skills!

Guitar Expressions
(Guitar Educational). Teach Yourself to Play Guitar has been created specifically for the
student with no music-reading background. With lesson examples presented in today's
most popular tab format, which also incorporates simple beat notation for accurate rhythm
execution, Teach Yourself to Play Guitar offers the beginning guitarist not only a
comprehensive introduction to essential guitar-playing fundamentals, but a quick,
effective, uncomplicated and practical alternative to the multitude of traditional selfinstructional method books. It also: covers power chords, barre chords, open position
scales and chords (major and minor), and single-note patterns and fills; includes lesson
examples and song excerpts in a variety of musical styles rock, folk, classical, country and
more; familiarizes the student with fretboard organization, chord patterns, hand and finger
positions, and guitar anatomy by way of easy-to-interpret diagrams, photos and
illustrations; provides complete, concise explanations while keeping text to a minimum;
and prepares the student for the option of further guitar instruction.

Teach Yourself to Play Guitar
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This book and DVD set is designed for the absolute beginner. It covers both acoustic &
electric guitar, in all styles, teaching you basic strumming and chord patterns. You'll learn
how to tune without an electronic tuner, how to read strum patterns in rhythmic notation,
new chords, and new variations on familiar chords. It also explains the theory behind
major scales, keys and the circle of 5ths, the two-note shuffle pattern used in blues, how to
improvise by combining melodic phrases into a solo, how to transpose chord progressions
into different keys, and much, much more!

Guitar Scales Handbook
First Published in 2006. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

21st Century Guitar Teacher Edition 1
Features over 25 of the most popular scales and modes used today. Each scale is shown in
all 12 keys in both music notation and guitar fingerings. Special diagrams are included for
the student to create his or her own guitar fingerings. Major, minor, rock pentatonics, jazz
and modal scales are covered.

Blues Licks Encyclopedia
Jazz Guitar Essentials: Gig Savers Complete Edition combines nine of Corey
Christiansen's popular methods into a comprehensive book that explains key concepts of
jazz guitar in an accessible approach. All the chapters includemelodic/harmonic examples
with fretboard diagrams, standard notation and tablature. Part 1 includes lessons on jazz
lines with chapters on digital patterns, guide tones and targeting. Part 2 presents the basics
of chord construction and voicing techniques. Triads, seventh chords and chords with
tensions/embellishments are covered, including their inversions, drop and quartal voicings.
Part 3 presents comprehensive warm-up and technical exercises. Studies begin at the most
basic level and progress in difficulty. This chapter provides guitarists with tools for
constructing their own technical exercises. Part 4presents accompaniment patterns for a
wide variety of pop styles such as folk, rock/blues, country/bluegrass, jazz and some Latin
styles including bossa nova and samba. Basic fingerstyle accompaniment patterns are
taught with rhythmic notation and string numbers. Part 5 presents alternate changes and
substitutionsfor the blues that can be easily transposed. (Chapters 3, 4 and 5 also are
presented in Rock Guitar Essentials: Gig Savers Complete Edition). Part 6 includes lessons
on common jazz chord substitutions. Topics include chord embellishment, alteration,
degree substitution (iii for I, vi for I, ii for V), tritone substitution and many other tricks for
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spicing up chord progressions. Part 7 covers jazz guitar comping, an essential role in
accompaniment. A number of chord shapes and rhythms are taught in the style of Freddie
Green, bebop and moremodern styles. Blues progressions and an etude are included for
practicing your comping. Part 8 presents a wealth of information about playing over the
last twomeasures of jazz tunes. The method breaks down the harmonic
structuresfrequently found at the end of tunes and provides melodic and harmonic ideas to
help improvisers sound like seasoned professionals. The final part of this edition includes
lessons on improvising over major and minor ii-V-I progressions.

I Just Bought My First Guitar
If you love playing blues guitar, then these books are for you. Anyone with a basic
knowledge of guitar can jump right in and start learning with Volume 1. Volumes 2 and 3
will take you as far down the blues road as any book can. Loaded with great tunes to play,
each lesson is geared towards playing a part in a blues band. Learn how to play the rhythm
part, the melody, a 2nd guitar part and improvise a solo. Each volume includes easy-tounderstand theory lessons that unlock the mysteries of the blues. The attractive design,
thoughtful teaching and easy-to-read musical examples will make these lessons the most
fun you've ever had learning blues guitar.

Fretboard Theory
Blues Guitar Method, Level 1
A one-stop resource to the essentials of owning and playing the guitar If you’ve just
bought a guitar, or you’ve had one for a while, you probably know it takes some time and
effort to learn how to play the popular instrument. There’s so much to know about
owning, maintaining, and playing a guitar. Where do you even begin? In Guitar All-in-One
For Dummies, a team of expert guitarists and music teachers shows you the essentials you
need to know about owning and playing a guitar. From picking your first notes to
exploring music theory and composition, maintaining your gear, and diving into the
specifics of genres like blues and rock, this book is a comprehensive and practical
goldmine of indispensable info. Created for the budding guitarist who wants all their
lessons and advice in one place, the book will show you how to: Maintain, tune, and string
your guitar, as well as decipher music notation and guitar tablature Understand guitar
theory, sounds and techniques to help you learn new songs and add your style to classic
tunes Practice several popular genres of guitar music, including blues, rock, and classical
Access accompanying online video and audio instructional resources that demonstrate the
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lessons you find in the book Perfect for guitar players at any skill level, Guitar All-in-One
For Dummies is a must-have resource for anyone who wants to get the most out of their
own guitar and make great music.

Blues you can use
This handy introduction to the guitar will teach you everything you need to know to get
started playing and caring for your new instrument. You'll learn the parts of the guitar, how
to put on and tune strings, and essential, basic techniques. You'll even understand how
music works as you learn your first chords and strum some all-time favorite songs! Now
that you've taken the first big step and purchased a guitar, let this easy-to-use book be your
guide through your exciting guitar adventure. The CD demonstrates all the examples in the
book. (32 pages)

Guitar Expressions Teacher Edition, Vol 2: Book & CD
Exotic rhythms from around the world are used in over 400 examples for guitar, with
strumming, single-line, and fingerstyle variations of every beat pattern. Features rhythms
of West Africa, North Africa, the Caribbean, India, Latin America and beyond, all in
standard music notation and TAB. 96 pages.

Fingerpicking Pattern Encyclopedia
Well-respected educator and best-selling author Jerry Snyder has put together the most
versatile guitar method available. This comprehensive method for classroom or individual
study comes in two sections: the first section teaches chords and accompaniment, while the
second teaches note reading. This flexible method allows you to start with either section or
use both sections simultaneously. The Teacher's Guide helps the instructor develop and
organize a guitar class curriculum and provides background on the guitar class, teaching
tips, elements of music and how to address the National Standards for Arts Education. The
Teacher's Guide also includes 48 pages of reproducible worksheets. The ensemble book
offers graded duets, trios and quartets as well as optional parts for bass.

Basix, Jazz Guitar Concepts
The contemporary music magazine.

Jazz Guitar Essentials
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THE ESSENTIAL 3-IN-1 LEAD GUITAR COLLECTION Stuck playing the same old
stuff on guitar? Unsure how to more forward? You’ve come to the right place! Guitar
players frequently encounter roadblocks that leave us feeling stunted creatively. These
issues can be traced back to one simple cause: We can’t use what we don’t know! The
Lead Guitar Book Bundle is jam-packed with essential lessons and creative insights for reenergizing your lead playing. Whether for building speed, mastering scales, or
demystifying theory, this value pack unlocks the secrets of transforming your musical
understanding and playing ability. Engaging and easy to understand, it’s a must-have
collection for taking your lead playing to the next level! ? Want premium jam tracks?
Every purchase comes with a free album of backing tracks! THIS 3-IN-1 BUNDLE
INCLUDES: ? Lead Guitar Breakthrough: Fretboard Navigation, Theory & Technique ?
Learn Your Guitar Scales: Modes, Pentatonics & Arpeggios Explained ? 5-Minute Guitar
Jams: Jam Tracks for Rock & Blues Guitar ONLINE BONUS: This bundle is complete
with free online bonus material. It comes with a companion website to enhance your
learning experience. Extras include audio examples, backing tracks, bonus downloads, and
more. Join thousands of students worldwide! Like easy-to-follow lessons, pro playing tips,
and jam-packed value? You’ll love learning from this international bestselling instructor.
SCROLL UP AND BUY NOW TO GET STARTED

The Scale Book
Do you love sitting at home playing guitar, but find yourself playing the same old things
over and over without making much progress? When other musicians invite you to jam, do
you worry that you won’t be able to keep up? Are you a veteran guitarist who has played
for years, but you’re embarrassed to admit you have no idea what you’re doing? If you
want to take your guitar playing to the next level, compose songs like you hear on the
radio, and improvise your own music, then you need Fretboard Theory. Fretboard Theory
by Desi Serna teaches music theory for guitar including scales, chords, progressions,
modes and more. The hands-on approach to theory shows you how music "works" on the
guitar fretboard by visualizing shapes and patterns and how they connect to make music.
Content includes: * Learn pentatonic and major scale patterns as used to play melodies,
riffs, solos, and bass lines * Move beyond basic chords and common barre chords by
playing the types of chord inversions and chord voicings used by music's most famous
players * Chart guitar chord progressions and play by numbers like the pros * Identify
correct scales to play over chords and progressions so you can improvise at will * Create
new sounds with music modes and get to know Ionian, Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian,
Mixolydian, Aeolian and Locrian * Add variety to your playing by using intervals such as
thirds, fourths, and sixths * Increase your chord vocabulary by using added chord tones
and extensions to play chord types such as major 7, minor 7, sus2, sus4, add9, and more *
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Learn how all the different aspects of music fit together to make a great song * See how
theory relates to popular styles of music and familiar songs Fretboard Theory will have
you mastering music like a pro easier and faster than you ever thought possible. Plus, it's
the ONLY GUITAR THEORY RESOURCE in the world that includes important details to
hundreds of popular songs. You learn how to play in the style of pop, rock, acoustic, blues,
and more! This guitar instruction is perfect whether you want to jam, compose or just
understand the music you play better. The material is suitable for both acoustic and electric
guitar, plus it features many references to bass. Level: Recommended for intermediate
level players on up. Video Fretboard Theory is also available as a 21-hour video series that
is sold separately on the author's GuitarMusicTheory.com website. Visit the website and
sign up for email lessons to sample the footage. Fretboard Theory Volume II When you're
ready to take your playing to the next level, get the second book in the series, Fretboard
Theory Volume II, which is also available as a 12-hour video series.

Jerry Snyder's guitar school
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